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Usually my month of Augusts newsletter is filled with back to school congratulations, 

start dates, changes in scheduling etc. but this year, well like the year 2020 itself is a 

little different. We of course will keep everyone as up to date as we are on the 

openings of school. The school plans and what it is going to look like here, once we get 

word. If you hear anything before, we do, please send the info our way.  

Thank you to all who got the information in to me so quickly for their child’s files. 

Please make sure if an address or phone number change, a doctor’s visit is occurring 

or anything in between, let me know so that we can update their file then. We must 

make sure all files are as current as possible at all times.  

As I have mentioned in the email I sent around, I will be starting my maternity leave on 

Friday, August 7th at 6pm. Miss Ashlee and Miss Alex will be here running the show as 

well as Mr. Nick from Finleyville will be spending some time here as well. I will still be 

able to be reached via email if needed. If there is anything needed, please call the 

center, and ask to speak to one of them, 724-942-1009 for they might not have the 

chance to get in the office to check their emails.  I will keep everyone informed on my 

return date once Zakkary makes his arrival. Thank you all for the wonderful support 

this entire time and always making sure I was good to go.  

One new thing that is in place effective immediately is, we received word from the 

Office of Child Development and the Department of Health, anyone who travels out of 

the state of Pennsylvania must remain out of the center for one week to ensure no 

symptoms are brought on. Please if you are planning a vacation, let me know so that I 

can mark the additional days of absence.  

At this time, no other regulations have changed. The kiddos have been real rock stars 

with the masks. They really do a great job and we could not be more proud of them and 

how well they have adjusted to all of this.  

We would like to send a HUGE CONGRATS to the new BIG SISTER Rooney!!!! Roo 

became a BIG SIS to little brother Jack the week of July 13th. Mommy Emily, Daddy 

Jack, Big Sis Rooney and Baby brother Jack are all doing well.  



Lastly, the other two centers still have some candy bars left. If anyone is interested 

please let me know and I will get you a box or even just one or two to help that sweet 

tooth.  

Ok friends, that is all for this month. Each one of you stay healthy while I am out. I will 

miss each and every one of your kiddos and hopefully will be able to hug them when I 

return. If not fist bumps and lots of high fives.  

AUGUST BIRTHDAYS 

Hannah-20 

Ivy-9 

Rory-20 

Mila-9 

 

 

 


